Introduction
Investigation of large earthquake ruptures provides important information on the physical processes occurring at plate boundaries. Detailed seismic body wave inversions indicate that most events consist of several subevents which represent temporal and spatial inhomogeneities of the moment release during the rupture process [e.g., Schwartz and Ruff, 1985; Hartzell and Heaton, 1985; Kikuchi and Fukao, 1987] . The resulting complex source time functions are often interpreted as reflecting variation in slip on the fault, or fluctuations in areal expansion rate of the rupture from. Since the signal wavelengths used in body wave analysis are relatively short, the details of fault rupture or source complexity can be well determined. However, for very large earthquakes with moment magnitudes greater than about M,,=8.0, the body waves usually lack sufficient bandwidth to resolve the total' source duration and moment release so there is significant ambiguity in inferring the slip distribution. To determine the longperiod component or overall characteristics of the source process of large earthquakes, long-period seismic waves (with periods greater than 100 s) must be used. Since long-period surface waves and free oscillations provide better resolution of the overall faulting process, the moments and source durations from such analyses are usually combined with the body wave results to interpret the source process. However, this is seldom done in a self-consistent fashion.
Our insufficient knowledge of propagation effects on shortperiod surface waves prevents complete resolution of earthquake source process using surface wave data alone. As a result, most long period analyses assume simple moment-rate function parameterizations in the form of boxcars (i.e. ramp dislocation functions) or trapezoids (i.e. Haskell source models), regardless Copyright 1989 by the American Geophysical Union. The determination of source depth from seismic waves requires an accurate description of the source-time function. The tradeoffs between depth and time function are severe when using waves with a narrow bandwidth. In this paper we will present a procedure for incorporating the results of body wave analysis of moment-rate function complexity into the inversion of longperiod surface waves for the overall source process. The introduction of the source complexity into the inversion improves the accuracy of the source-finiteness correction to the long-period complex spectra, which is critical for the determination of the low-frequency characteristics of the seismic source. By application of this method to two great earthquakes we will show that not only do we obtain an internally consistent broadband source function, but we also find significantly different values of source depth, total moment and source duration compared with standard inversions.
Procedure
We use the basic moment tensor inversion approach developed for surface waves by Kanamori and Given [1981] 
M(to)=q•Mr(to)•(to), it follows that their total moment, Mr(tO)= If(tO)l, and unit tensor, l•l(tO)=l• exp[i•(tO)] (of(tO) =If (tO)I exp[i •(tO)] denotes the Fourier transform of f (t)).
Usually, the source finiteness corrections are made assuming a boxcar or trapezoid for the moment-rate function. We will adopt a more general parameterization so that the source model is consistent with body waves. In this parameterization, the complexity in the shape of the moment-rate function is represented using a composite of half-sine functions: rli ( Relative to the solutions assuming boxcar time functions, the variable moment-rate function models have longer source process times and shorter apparent durations, but about the same centroid times for both the Tonga and Sumba earthquakes. This suggests that apparent duration and process time can be used to provide a first order characterization of the source complexity of large earthquake rupture process.
The seismic moments and total process times obtained in this long-period surface wave study differ from body waves estimates for these two great earthquakes. This suggests that much of the energy of the long-period waves is radiated from a larger area and over longer time scale than the energy in the body waves. 
